HIGH QUALITY STAIRLIFTS

You don’t have to be limited by
stairs anymore, so enjoy the home
you love, upstairs and down!

Safety
With adjustable seat height and low
footrest height, you will be totally at
ease when using the lift.

Rated user weight capacity:
28.5 stone

Swivelling seat
The seat swivels at the top landing for easy
entry/exit. At time of installation, the seat can
also be set to swivel at the bottom of the stairs.

Quiet and smooth operation

Battery powered
The lift uses two 12-volt batteries that are continuously charged from the household
power supply when the lift is parked at the top and bottom of the rail. The Elite
features strip charge contacts for more ﬂexibility when parking. You have access to
your upstairs and downstairs, even if electrical service in your home is interrupted.

The soft start/stop feature combined with the rack and
pinion drive provide a smooth ride which is exceptionally quiet.
The covered gear rack gives you a clean and attractive rail.

The two wireless
call/send controls
make installation
simple and clean
with no wires running along the wall.

Adjustable
Adjustable space between the armrests.

Compact
The seat, armrests and footrest all fold up for a tight
park position.

Comfort
Contoured seat for maximum comfort. The seatbelt
is retractable as not to be
in the way.

Obstruction sensor
The footplate and carrier
safety sensors stop the lift
if the slightest obstacle is
in the way.

Clean and simple rail
The simple, unique design of
the rail hides all mechanical components.
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Homeadapt’s Gold Warranty
406 mm

- five years for major components and two years on parts

654 mm

Exceptional value
A rated user weight capacity of 28.5 stone (181 kg)
Offset locking swivel seat at the top and bottom landing.
Adjustable seat height and footrest height for easier exit/entry.
Two remote wireless call/send controls.
Generous seat size between the armrests (450 - 552 mm)
Retractable seat belt
Footplate and carriage safety sensors.
On-board audio and visual diagnostics make service easier
and more precise.
Charging-station indicator lights at the top and bottom landing.

Convenient installation
Rail installs to within 152 mm of the wall.
Standard track lengths - each rail comes in two
sections;
2 x 2.45 m = 4.9 m
2 x 3 m = 6 m.

Smooth, powerful drive system
Self-locking worm gear: rack-and-pinion drive.
Maximum rider weight of 28.5 stone (181kg).
Soft-start, soft-stop for the user’s maximum comfort.

Battery-powered technology
Ensures access even during power cuts.
Powered by two 12-volt batteries, continuously
charged from the household power supply
when the lift is parked at the top and bottom of
the rail.

